3. Everyone’s perceptions of events are different. One person may think everything is great the way it is
and another may wonder why certain things are done the way they are. Do you have any suggestions for
changes/improvements in conducting our business meetings, Show and Tell, etc.? Business meetings need
to be shorter, people presenting at business meetings need to be brief, members need to sit in the first 5
rows so we can hear and see, we all need to communicate responsibly by returning phone calls and
answering email, we need to communicate with others about events we are involved with by writing
articles for the newsletter, introduce yourself and stand at the front when speaking, everyone introduce
themselves at the first meeting of the year, have experienced weavers available to answer questions for
new weavers, feature each study group at some time during the year, include new members in show and
tell, more background of events—do not assume that everyone knows what is going on, more workshops
related to spinning and dyeing, introduce officers by full name incase new members want to contact
someone, specific information about special funds and scholarships available to members.
4. Our 50th Pikes Weavers Guild anniversary is February 2009. Please list your creative ideas for
celebrating this event: A public library display of our guild activities, show our historian’s books of past
years, notice in SS&D, commemorative T-shirt, review old newsletters and publish interesting items, a
grand gold show and tell, honor oldest members of the guild, a golden festival—possibly a luncheon
conducive to mingling, make a new banner or pin.
5. For the last six years we have had many guild events. The last year was particularly busy. Currently,
we do not have anything planned. Please describe events/projects that you visualize our guild planning
for the next four years: Another Living Beauty Show, another Commonwheel show, demonstrations at a
mall during weaving and spinning week, yearly raffles, yearly challenges, support Intermountain
Weavers’ Conference, evening workshop, evening meetings some months, workshops geared to new
weavers.
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